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Executive Summary

The health burden in Australia is enormous. Each year there are 9.4 million hospitalisations across the nation's 1338 hospitals. This costs $42 billion each year and grows at an expected 3 percent each year. The efficiency with which this task is met should be of importance to every taxpayer and every consumer of healthcare, though an equally important consideration is whether the purported efficiency gain from privatisation in any form to offset any potential decline in service quality.

This report has investigated the ownership structure of the health system and identified that privatising public assets is a business fraught with risk, especially when it relates to healthcare. This report highlights the need for greater consideration by policymakers of the risks relating to the privatisation of public hospitals and hospital services. This report has critically examined an array of case studies from earlier privatisation attempts – some successful and others not – and has determined that privatisation attempts have rarely been able to deliver on their purported benefits for taxpayers, government and especially patients.

This report also examined a recent trend in hospital ownership structures and the allocation of responsibilities within privately run but publicly owned hospitals. This report notes a concerning trend in which private operators are able to pick and choose only the most profitable services to run, leaving the public sector the unenviable task of undertaking the more costly and difficult work. This allows private operators to capture a large share of operating revenue while exposing taxpayers to greater risk and higher costs.

This report also finds that the flow on impact from changes to staff morale and capacity is rarely considered by policy makers when considering privatisation or outsourcing. In previous cases of unsuccessful hospital privatisation and outsourcing attempts, patients and staff both lamented a substantial decline in service quality. This in turn was responsible for a significant decrease in the reputations of both the hospital and the government.
Recommendations

**RECOMMENDATION 1:**
The introduction of national data sets to more effectively determine the performance of Australian hospitals

One of the difficulties in assessing the performance of various hospitals is the multitude of different data points that each hospital or jurisdiction is required to report on. Comparing ‘like-with-like’ becomes increasingly difficult, leading to competing claims over project efficiencies. This paper would propose that governments work together to establish a single national set of agreed reporting figures.

Additionally, ensuring regular performance reporting for both service delivery and financial efficiency measures is imperative to measuring the success of any privatisation attempt, and must be written into every partnership agreement.

**RECOMMENDATION 2:**
The creation of bipartisan efficiency standards for newly privatised hospital services

In too many instances the “success” of a privatisation has been defined as parity with the public system. This fails to accurately price the heightened exposure to demand risk absorbed by the Government as part of the established expectation that governments will be called upon to bail out financially failing private operators. In order to assess the success of privatisation, a clear margin of improvement that exceeds the existing status quo needs to be identified and agreed upon. Were these benefits more easily identifiable from the outset of any agreement, bipartisan cooperation would be easier to achieve.

**RECOMMENDATION 3:**
Improved efforts to reduce government risk

Given that State governments do continue to be exposed to a high degree of demand risk when contracting a private organisation to provide healthcare services, the financial and service benefits that offset that should be clearly defined in any future potential partnership agreement. Too many previous case studies have demonstrated the damage that can be caused by poor partnership agreements, with substantial financial costs inevitably shifted back to governments as private operators walk away from their contractual obligations.

Critically, privatisation should not be undertaken in a haphazard or hurried manner. The careful consideration of partnership agreements, as well as the economic and social impacts of privatisation, must take place before any decision is made in order to ensure that hospitals can continue to offer quality health services in an efficient manner. The risks involved in privatisation – to government, patients, healthcare workers and taxpayers – is far too great to do anything but.

**RECOMMENDATION 4:**
Further research into methods to reduce overall government exposure to privatisation risks

As government is likely to continue providing essential healthcare services – as shown by its near-total responsibility for services that the private sector currently does not consider financially viable to operate – it is important that policy makers acknowledge that government will continue to absorb ultimate demand risks in social infrastructure projects, even if they are partially privatised.

Accordingly, this report recommends further research into the appropriate pricing and allocation of risk in public private partnership, including possible means to transfer a greater proportion of risk back to private partners.

**RECOMMENDATION 5:**
Increased use of alternative efficiency measures to improve the provision of public hospital services

Policymakers should understand that privatisation, rather than being a panacea to all issues facing a hospital, is just one small option within a broad suite of possible reforms that could substantially improve hospital services and finances, including management change, workplace flexibility, and technological innovation and improvements. Many of these policies not only avoid the risks inherent in the privatisation of hospital services, but can also be implemented in a more collaborative framework with hospital staff, minimising the impact on morale and the ability of staff to perform their most essential duty – helping the nation’s sick.
Introduction

The privatisation of Australia’s public assets has been a contentious issue in Australian politics for many decades now. The results of the broader privatisation agenda has been mixed. Whilst some privatisations have delivered significant benefits to both the government and the Australian community, others have delivered nothing but heartache and a costly bill for Australian taxpayers.

Recent experience would suggest that there is no one-size fits all approach which can be adopted when considering the potential privatisation of public assets. Despite this, many politicians continue to vigorously pursue the extensive sale of public assets. Fiscal prudence demands that policymakers consider the privatisation of public assets on a case-by-case basis and not on the basis of a broader political ideology.

This report investigates the privatisation of health assets within Australia’s public hospital network. It aims to provide a deeper understanding of the benefits, disadvantages and potential pitfalls associated with privatisation in Australia’s public health network. To achieve this, the paper will examine both successful and unsuccessful examples of earlier privatisation attempts in order to better equip policymakers with the information necessary to make decisions in the best interests of the public, patients, healthcare workers and the healthcare industry as a whole.

Following the 2013 Federal Election, the Abbott Government has undertaken a strong push for the privatisation of both Commonwealth and State and Territory assets. The New South Wales Government has also provided explicit support for the greater privatisation of public hospitals and hospital services. Following his appointment, Premier Mike Baird declared that the NSW Government would “continue to look for ways to transform and improve health care.” Premier Baird pointed the privatisation model used in Western Australia –
where non-clinical staff are privately employed and public hospitals are privately built and managed – as a “fantastic opportunity” to give NSW patients “the best possible services”.2

The privatisation of hospital assets and hospital services is notably more problematical than the privatisation of other state-owned assets. Specifically, the decision to pursue privatisation within the healthcare sector can often expose the government to additional risks. As an essential service, ensuring appropriate access to adequate healthcare – whether via public or private entities – remains a core responsibility of the state government. If a privatisation attempt goes awry, the ramifications for government can be disastrous and exorbitantly expensive for the taxpayer. After analysing the process of privatising public hospitals and measuring the purported benefits against potential risks and costs, this report seeks to develop a range of recommendations to assist in the effective management of Australia’s public hospital and health system.

Section One outlines the current state of the hospitals network in Australia, with a specific focus on NSW and the composition of public and private assets and services.

Section Two summarises the supporting arguments for privatisation as a concept, specifically focusing on the contended benefits for the healthcare system.

The justifications for privatisation are tested in Section Three, by using case studies to examine the successes and failures of recent hospital privatisation projects in various Australian states. As will be demonstrated, the assumption that the private sector can deliver cost savings and an increase in service performance, regardless of the specificities of the project, have often resulted in an increased cost to government and a drop in service quality for patients. Additionally, an array of other negative unintended consequences can also result from poorly managed privatisation projects.

Lastly, Section Four provides recommendations for a more effectively and efficiently managed hospital network in Australia. Rather than basing decisions about Australia’s healthcare system on assumptions rooted in economic arguments of efficiency, the evidence examined within this paper strongly validates that concise and exhaustive planning must inform the management of Australia’s healthcare system.
By global standards, our health system provides remarkably good value. In 2011-12, Australia spent 9.1 percent of GDP on health – slightly below the OECD average and lower than other developed nations such as the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, Germany and the United States (see table 1 below). Despite spending less than most other OECD nations, Australia has the sixth highest life expectancy rate amongst all 34 OECD countries, and the 22nd and 28th-lowest mortality rates from cancer and cardiovascular diseases respectively.5

These high standards have been maintained despite the distortionary impact of the Global Financial Crisis – spending on health increased in Australia by over 5 percent in real terms during 2011-12, compared to a meagre 1 percent average increase across OECD nations.4

### TABLE 1: HEALTH EXPENDITURE (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE) AS SHARE OF GDP, OECD COUNTRIES, 2012 OR LATEST YEAR

![Chart showing health expenditure as share of GDP across OECD countries]
Australia’s universal health system is one of the world’s best in terms of service delivery and value-for-money. This is a large contributing factor to Australia’s status as one of the world’s most attractive nations in which to live. The Economist Intelligence Unit’s Liveability Index frequently awards Australia’s major cities with a perfect score of 100 in healthcare, which it directly attributes to our high levels of availability and quality, as well as our strong performance in other healthcare indicators.

Nevertheless, changing demographics and the rising cost of modern health technologies and services means that the cost of providing healthcare to Australians is now set to increase in coming years – a challenge that all governments must inevitably address.

To provide these invaluable services to the Australian community, public hospitals collectively required nearly $42 billion in funding in 2012-13 from the Australian Government, State and Territory Governments and non-government sources such as private health insurers and self-funded patients. During this same period, overall staff numbers increased by an average of 2.7 percent per annum, with the proportion of salaried medical officers increasing by 4.8 percent each year.

The cost of healthcare is likely to rise as the health sector continues to expand, with a predicted nationwide annual growth rate of 3.0 percent per annum between 2014-2019. New South Wales has the largest share of hospitals in the country, indicating that the state will likely need to bear the brunt of continuing increases in the cost of healthcare.

**TABLE 2: PERCENTAGE OF HOSPITAL ESTABLISHMENTS BY STATE**
Users of Australia’s hospitals are predominantly the elderly, with individuals over 65 years comprising approximately 50 percent of total hospital patients and accounting for 39 percent of industry revenue, despite this demographic comprising just 14.2 percent of the nation’s population. This overrepresentation occurs primarily because elderly Australians are more likely to be affected by chronic and terminal illnesses, requiring an increase in visits to general hospitals for the former and more intensive palliative care for the latter.

The overrepresentation of elderly Australians requiring hospital care is expected to increase in the decades to 2049-50, as is the overall cost of health in Australia. According to the Federal Government’s 2010 Intergenerational Report, health spending is estimated to increase as a proportion of GDP from 4.0 percent in 2009-10 to 7.1 percent by 2049-50. This will be a direct consequence of the nation’s ageing population – real health spending on over-65s is expected to escalate by seven-fold and twelve-fold for Australians aged over 85 years.

Such a dramatic rise in health spending is of considerable concern to Australian State Governments, primarily because public demand for government services is expected to increasingly outstrip the revenue collected by the states.

While economic reform is not discussed in this paper, it should be noted that the Commonwealth Government’s recent changes to National Partnership and National Agreement payments is expected to place significant additional pressure on State Government health budgets.

In NSW, the state government has experienced a $2.2 billion reduction in grants funding for recurrent programs over the next five years, including a $1.1 billion reduction in National Health Reform funding. The Baird Government has calculated that the long-term impact of changes to national partnerships will see federal hospital funding plummet from 40 percent to just 14 percent of total costs.

At the same time that state governments are grappling with a reduction in federal government national partnership funding, the Abbott Government has also announced a new ‘asset recycling’ program to financially incentivise the privatisation of state owned assets. Under this ‘asset recycling’ initiative, any state or territory which sells an asset and spends the proceeds of that sale on new infrastructure is rewarded with an additional 15 percent contribution towards the cost of that infrastructure. For fiscally challenged state governments concerned about the long-term decline in federal contributions for public hospitals, the asset recycling initiative provides a further incentive to privatisate these hospitals. Consequently, it should not be surprising that the states have become increasingly enticed by privatisation as a potential solution to addressing their long term health funding challenges.
There exists a widespread view within the Australian community that private hospitals are superior to their public counterparts. These perceptions are not supported by existing evidence and research into the quality of healthcare provided respectively by the public and private sectors.

While observers note that private hospitals generally possess a stronger reputation for having better amenities and shorter waiting lists for some types of elective surgery, the broader question of overall performance is substantially more complex. Public hospitals have been shown to perform better than their private counterparts in a range of different areas, including in the performance of medical and diagnostics procedures and in fitting prostheses.

Public hospitals are also overwhelmingly responsible for providing accident and emergency care, with 95 emergency departments in New South Wales being operated publically and only three being operated privately. Additionally, public hospitals care for Australians from lower socioeconomic groups and with more complex medical conditions on a more frequent basis than the private sector. Furthermore, while private hospitals tend to be clustered in major metropolitan areas, public hospitals provide health services to those populations living in rural and remote areas of Australia. Private hospitals are rarely found outside of the major metropolitan areas due to high start-up costs and the necessity for high patient numbers in order to operate at a financially viable level for owners and/or shareholders.

This evidence should be unsurprising considering the longstanding principle that all persons eligible for Medicare are entitled to receive free health and emergency services in public hospitals. State Governments assume the responsibility for public health primarily because of this universal healthcare principle of equitable access.

Additionally, public hospitals care for Australians from lower socioeconomic groups and with more complex medical conditions on a more frequent basis than the private sector. Furthermore, while private hospitals tend to be clustered in major metropolitan areas, public hospitals provide health services to those populations living in rural and remote areas of Australia. Private hospitals are rarely found outside of the major metropolitan areas due to high start-up costs and the necessity for high patient numbers in order to operate at a financially viable level for owners and/or shareholders.

This evidence should be unsurprising considering the longstanding principle that all persons eligible for Medicare are entitled to receive free health and emergency services in public hospitals. State Governments assume the responsibility for public health primarily because of this universal healthcare principle of equitable access.

### TABLE 4: NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITALS BY REGION, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>PUBLIC HOSPITALS</th>
<th>DAY HOSPITALS</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major city</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner regional</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer regional</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very remote</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to be classified</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. September 2009  
b. Regional classifications are based on the Australian Standard Geographical Classification  
c. ‘Other’ comprises private acute and psychiatric hospitals.  
d. Unable to be classified due to missing postcodes. Nil or rounded to zero. -- Not applicable
From a financial perspective, the relative strengths of both public and private hospitals essentially bring both players into near-parity when it comes to the cost per casemix-adjusted separation.* Productivity Commission research into the performance of public and private hospitals found that, notwithstanding the differences between public and private hospitals, both types of hospitals have similar average costs.

Notably, in New South Wales, overall costs in general public hospitals per casemix-adjusted separation were lower than in private hospitals. The Productivity Commission found also found this to be true for hospitals in Victoria. Costs per separation in NSW private hospitals were on average $4330 per case, whilst public hospitals were able to produce average costs of $4189 per case. In Victoria, those costs were $4133 for private hospitals and only $3960 for public hospitals. These figures represent a 3.25 percent saving for the NSW government and a 4.2 percent saving for the Victorian government when hospitals are operated under public administration.

These findings need to be acknowledged by governments that have indicated a preference for privatisation on the basis of potential improvements in financial efficiency. Table 5 shows the breakdown of public and private services and overall costs by region. The data concludes that although some privately offered services were more efficient than those offered by public hospitals; overall public hospital costs in both NSW and Victoria were lower than was the case with private hospitals, while overall efficiency levels were very similar when averaged out across Australia. Whilst this was not the case for other regions in Australia, the fact that Victorian and NSW private operators are already between 3 percent and 4 percent more expensive the their public counterparts must be acknowledged before automatically assuming that privatisation will automatically deliver most cost efficient services.

* Cost per casemix-adjusted separation is defined as the average cost of treating different diagnoses after controlling for the complexity of treatments.
While these state-to-state cost differences may be marginally influenced by different measuring and reporting methodologies, such findings nevertheless indicate that public hospitals can provide a number of medical services at lower cost than private hospitals, both in terms of the overall costs and the cost to patients.

For example, while Australian public hospitals have on average higher costs for general hospital cases compared to private hospitals, they offer significantly lower costs per casemix in relation to medical and diagnostics and prosthetics procedures. This is due to the propensity of public hospitals to actively manage and bear the burden of additional costs, and is in contrast to private hospitals, where doctors are more likely to charge patients higher fees in order to provide additional services.\(^{31}\)

Setting aside considerations of value-for-money, the emphasis by public hospitals on equity of access, care based on needs rather than profitability, and their presence in many regional and remote communities makes public hospitals vastly superior to private hospitals in one other crucial way – the ability to provide access to quality health services for Australia’s most vulnerable.

### TABLE 5:
COST PER CASEMIX-ADJUSTED SEPARATION BY JURISDICTION AND SECTOR, 2007-08

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COST COMPONENT</th>
<th>NSW Private</th>
<th>NSW Public</th>
<th>VIC Private</th>
<th>VIC Public</th>
<th>AUSTRALIA Private</th>
<th>AUSTRALIA Public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General hospital</td>
<td>2551</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2552</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; diagnostics</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1226</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>1346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostheses</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4189</td>
<td>4330</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>4133</td>
<td>4302</td>
<td>4172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Privatisation – a blind belief in market efficiency?

The emergence of privatisation in Australia initially began as a means to reduce public debt, which had rapidly increased during the macroeconomic reform era of the 1970s and 1980s. The phenomenon was borne out of the new public management reform agenda introduced in the mid-1980s, which sought to reduce government spending, improve service quality and efficiency, and increase government accountability.

However, the policy goal of debt reduction and better governance is often paralleled by a belief that private sector market competition will result in more cost-effective service delivery that is better attuned to customers’ needs. Privatisation preferences were reinforced by the 1996 National Competition Policy, which resulted in a swathe of structural adjustments and programs designed to decrease regulation and administration, and transfer ownership and financing of public infrastructure and service provision projects to the private sphere.

Some advocates of increased privatisation, particularly within the health sector, argue that the private sector provides greater autonomy for hospital management, which in turn gives them more flexibility in determining workplace practices for health professionals as well as greater control over hospital operating budgets. The overarching belief in privatisation stems from the idea that the profit motive ensures private managers are more effective than their public counterparts; despite large bodies of research showing this is not necessarily the case. A number of researchers have criticised the increasing use of Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) to ostensibly reduce government expenditure, arguing that these projects have not offered substantive long-term benefits and have instead resulted in compatibility issues between government objectives and market principles.

Additionally, observers have highlighted the propensity of private partners to abandon projects that encounter financial difficulties, leaving the public partner – which is unable to outright abandon the contract – responsible for any remaining partnership costs. This represents a broader issue with the pricing of risk in PPPs, in which potential private partners are often unwilling to engage with the government unless it is willing to take on a larger degree of risk, heightening taxpayer exposure.

This is of particular importance for hospital privatisation projects. The NSW Treasury classifies hospitals as a form of social infrastructure. Social infrastructure projects are projects in which the state government retains demand risk while the private party is paid a service payment by the Government. Social infrastructure projects such as hospitals and utilities are considered critical to the nation’s wellbeing and are therefore publicly protected and not entirely exposed to the harshest excesses of normal market forces. The companies operating in these sectors operate with a higher degree of moral hazard than in normal competitive sectors, confident that the costs or burdens of their actions will be assumed by the State.
that Australian governments necessarily need to absorb the majority of demand risk in social infrastructure partnerships, ultimate responsibility for the delivery of hospital projects effectively resides with the government, even if service delivery is achieved via a PPP. As will be shown further in this report, this can have dire ramifications for taxpayers and governments if a project turns sour.

Public and private?
The use of Public-Private Partnerships to privatise Australia's public hospital services

Australian State and Territory governments are responsible for the provision of health and emergency services in the public hospital system. However, there are broad differences in how public health services are delivered within states and territories, with the private sector playing an ever larger role in government's provision of these vital services.

In general, hospital privatisation does not equate to the wholesale transfer of a public hospital to private hands. Rather, a state government is more likely to facilitate the delivery of public hospital services by contracting or authorising a private company to build or operate a hospital. Although operated by the private sector, the hospital will remain public as the government will require the operator to continue to service public patients.

Although a significant proportion of privately owned ‘public’ hospitals are run by not-for-profit organisations such as Catholic groups, many of these privately-owned hospitals are contracted by the government to provide public health services. Such arrangements are commonly labelled ‘Public-Private Partnerships’ (PPPs), which in essence are financial and organisational relationships between the public and private sectors that are regulated by concession contracts.
### TABLE 6: FORMS OF PPPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBFO</td>
<td>Design, Build, Finance and Operate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBOM</td>
<td>Design, Build, Finance and Maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBOT</td>
<td>Design, Build, Operate and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Design, Operate and Deliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOO</td>
<td>Build, Own and Operate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOL</td>
<td>Build, Operate and Lease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOST</td>
<td>Build, Own, Operate, Subsidise and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOT</td>
<td>Build, Own, Operate and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>Build, Operate and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>Build, Rent and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBOOT</td>
<td>Finance, Build, Own, Operate and Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFP</td>
<td>Privately financed project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-public companies</td>
<td>Government and private enterprise jointly owned facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>Rehabilitate, Operate and Transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PPP’s have been popular with State Governments since the early 1990s, with a range of social infrastructure projects completed or commenced during this period under such arrangements.

### TABLE 7: EXAMPLES OF PPP-TYPE HOSPITAL PROJECTS IN AUSTRALIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PROJECT NAME</th>
<th>STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Port Macquarie Base Hospital</td>
<td>NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Hawkesbury Hospital</td>
<td>NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Robina Hospital</td>
<td>Qld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Latrobe/Mildura Hospital</td>
<td>Vic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Joondalup Hospital</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Royal Newcastle Maternity Hospital</td>
<td>NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Royal Womens’ Hospital redevelopment project</td>
<td>Vic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Royal Children’s Hospital</td>
<td>Vic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Royal North Shore Hospital redevelopment stage 2</td>
<td>NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Royal Adelaide Hospital</td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 (at tendering stage)</td>
<td>Northern Beaches Hospital</td>
<td>NSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The growth in popularity of using PPPs to build essential infrastructure was a critical factor in the 2008 COAG decision to endorse the National Public Private Partnership Policy and Guidelines, which contends that PPPs can “deliver improved services and better value for money primarily through appropriate risk transfer, encouraging innovation, greater asset utilisation and an integrated whole-of-life management, underpinned by private financing.”

The resurgence of privatisation by Australian governments

Australian governments have been intermittently seduced by the promises of privatisation for a few decades now. The promise that a successful PPP can deliver significant cost savings to government and taxpayers is too-enticing an opportunity to pass over for many policymakers.

However, the budget bottom line is not always the only factor in a government support of privatisation – the unerring belief in the ability of the market to deliver services in a more efficient manner often plays a substantial part in the decision-making of many State Governments.

In the 1990s, Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett was highly enthusiastic about injecting private sector competition into many parts of its public sector, arguing that “competition, or the threat of it, can create powerful incentives for management to improve internal efficiency and to become responsive to customers”. More recently, Queensland Premier Campbell Newman has announced a “quiet revolution” towards privatising certain state services, whilst NSW Premier Mike Baird has stated that privatising the State’s assets is “the only way to fund NSW’s infrastructure needs”.

Following a lull in recent years, privatisation has once again become an issue of intense debate among Australian policymakers. The new Coalition Government has actively advocated for the privatisation of not only Federal assets, but also those under the jurisdiction of the States and Territories. The Federal Government’s own Commission of Audit – chaired by the then president of the Business Council of Australia Tony Shepherd – provided expected support for privatisation, while the 2014-15 Federal Budget outlined a renewed push to pursue privatisation as part of a broader strategy aimed at ‘reducing the size of government’.
The federal government’s policy intention unambiguously includes the privatisation of health services to reduce government expenditure and to minimise the public sector’s involvement in the provision of health services to the Australian community.

In the Budget, the federal government announced the sale of Medibank Private and the continued sale of assets ‘where no compelling reason for government ownership exists’. In addition, as an enticement for State Governments to privatise their own assets, the Federal Government has also earmarked $5 billion for the creation of its ‘Asset Recycling Initiative’. The Initiative is a five year program that gives State Governments a Federal grant worth 15 percent of the price of public assets sold, provided the revenue is allocated to new infrastructure investment.

Such enthusiasm for privatisation is shared by New South Wales Premier Mike Baird, particularly with regard to the state’s public hospitals. Although a number of new state hospitals are being financed publicly through a combination of state and federal funds – for example, the Blacktown Mt Druitt Hospital expansion – Premier Baird has clearly outlined a long term vision for the privatisation of NSW’s existing public hospitals as a means of improving dilapidated health facilities and to deliver ‘enhanced services and facilities’ for NSW hospital users. Specifically, the Premier is supportive of Western Australia’s privatisation model, under which public hospitals are privately built and managed, and non-clinical staff are employed by the private sector.

However, this area of public policy remains hugely contested. Former NSW Opposition Health Spokesman Andrew McDonald argues that ‘some private healthcare operators put returning profits to shareholders before patient care.’ Similarly, health based trade unions remain concerned about any future privatisation of state hospitals. In particular, they have highlighted the detrimental effects for patient care that would arise from cuts to staffing numbers following privatisation. They have justifiably argued that hospitals which were previously operating under a not-for-profit model would then be forced to find budget savings in order to boost profitability for the private investors. NSW HSU Secretary Gerard Hayes said in reference to hospital privatisation: “The private sector does not take this work on out of the goodness of its heart. It does so to make a dollar.” To turn a profit, he said they would either “slash jobs and wages or offer inferior services.”
Hospital privatisation case studies – some successes but an overwhelming litany of errors, incompetence and unexpected costs

Privatisation of public hospitals has occurred in a variety of different forms over recent decades. Some hospitals had a range of hitherto-internal services that were then outsourced to private contractors, whilst other private operators were contracted to build, own and/or operate public hospitals for a set number of years or decades, after which a hospital would either be returned to government ownership or a new private contract created.

As the evidence will show, there have been some hospital privatisations that have been successful: costs have been reduced, efficiency has increased, and contractual benchmarks set by State Governments have continued to be fulfilled by the private operators.

However, the success of any PPP project depends on an integration of the goals of strategic, tactical and operational levels of authority. When a partnership arrangement is inappropriately or poorly designed, service provision costs can increase and unforeseen risks can and do emerge. These negative outcomes are exacerbated by the state’s retention of demand risk, a necessary outcome given the NSW Treasury’s classification of hospitals as a form of social infrastructure. As was outlined earlier, although a public hospital may be privately operated, the essential services offered by these facilities remain the ultimate responsibility of a government. Should there be a failure of private operators to effectively operate a hospital, it will be the government – and by association, taxpayers – that will foot the bill to fix any failures that have occurred. In essence, although a private entity would be entitled to capture any profits arising from the operation of a hospital, the risks are still largely borne by the government and its taxpayers.
Bucking the trend: Successful privatisation of public hospital services

Although there are many examples of privatisation projects that have failed dismally, there are some examples of PPPs that have met government expectations in service delivery and other key performance indicators.

Victoria’s Casey Hospital is one such project, having been conceived as a design-build-finance-maintain and transfer (DBFMT) contract whereby the private contractor designed and built the hospital, financed its construction, and provided a facility management service to maintain the hospital for the 25 year contract period. Although the hospital’s core services remained public-operated, services that were privatised – including building, cleaning, grounds maintenance, security and help-desk functions – have continued to meet required benchmarks.

Western Australia’s Joondalup Hospital is another example of a successful PPP. The partnership dates back eighteen years and has recently undergone a major redevelopment to update and expand the health campus’ infrastructure. The redevelopment was jointly funded by the Western Australia State Government; the Federal government; the operators of the hospital, Ramsay Health Care; and local universities who contributed funds towards the new clinical school. It was completed both ahead of schedule and under budget.

Joondalup’s partnership contract includes the private delivery of clinical services, meaning that healthcare staff are employed through the private operator, Ramsay Health. Although an early Auditor-General report could not establish that the project was superior to a public sector alternative, the hospital now appears to be operating at a high level of capacity.

The good performance of these hospitals is supported by data from the National Health Performance Authority. 68 percent of Casey Hospital’s emergency department patients departed within four hours of arrival in 2012 – placing it in the top 10 percent of the hospital’s peer group nationally – while 2013 saw this figure increase further to 73 percent. Both Casey and Joondalup hospitals also have shorter than average median waiting times for cancer surgery: Casey Hospital’s median waiting time for breast cancer surgery in 2011-12 was 9 days compared to a national peer performance of 12 days, while Joondalup’s median waiting time for bowel cancer surgery in 2011-12 was 11 days compared to a national average of 15 days.

The consequences of failed privatisation efforts

Despite the success of some hospital privatisations, a number of significant ramifications arise when privatisation efforts go awry. Perhaps the most visible consequence is the cost of failed projects being transferred back to State Governments – ironic given that the core purported benefit of privatisation is the public savings that are meant to be secured through the outsourcing of services. Notably, failed privatisations can and do produce the opposite outcome, significantly affecting not just taxpayers and the government, but also those who use hospital services and the morale of hospital staff.

Negative budgetary impacts

A number of early hospital privatisation efforts by State Governments were performed on the assumption that substantial public savings could be found. The private construction and management of New South Wales’ Port Macquarie Base Hospital (PMBH) during the early 1990s is a notorious example: despite the NSW Parliament’s Public Accounts Committee finding no significant improvement in the operational costs of providing patient care, the then-NSW Government nevertheless claimed that the project would save the state approximately $46 million over the following 20 years.

Unfortunately, the Government failed to take into account a number of additional costs in the creation of the PMBH. These costs included, among others,
In a damning 1996 report, the NSW Auditor-General concluded that, despite providing considerable fee-for-service payments to the private operator, the State Government had inexplicably agreed to transfer the hospital, its land, and the hospital licence to the private sector at the end of the 20 year contract. Effectively, the State Government had paid capital costs for the hospital twice – at a cost of $143.6 million – and then gave the entire project away.

Ultimately, the NSW Auditor-General found that the final costs associated with this privatisation had substantially exceeded the cost to government that would have occurred had the PMBH been operated by the public sector. Furthermore, the hospital’s running costs had greatly exceeded its public sector counterparts, costing between $4.5-$6.5 million more than a public hospital of equivalent size and of similar service offering. The failure of government in this instance was best summarised as: ‘ideology, resulting in a dominance of accounting concerns at the strategic level, and conflicting goals among the three levels of players, [which in turn] led to the ultimate failure of the Port Macquarie experiment.’

Victoria’s Latrobe Regional Hospital was also slated to be built, owned and operated for a 20 year period under a similar contract to PMBH. Management issues and operation costs were again underestimated by stakeholders, this time by private contractor Australian Hospital Care (AHC). According to observers, AHC not only underestimated staffing requirements and operational costs, it outright failed to understand how Victorian public hospitals were funded for acute health services, leading the hospital to suffer $6.2 million in losses in 1999 and $2.7 million in 2000. The eventual outcome of this failed privatisation attempt was the full transfer of Latrobe Regional Hospital back to the Victorian Government, with AHC losing its entire $17 million investment in the hospital. This represents a prominent example of how the ultimate burden of addressing large-scale failures associated with social infrastructure projects is inevitably borne by the government when a private partner either cannot or does not wish to uphold its contractual obligations.

More recently in 2013, the Victorian Government took the decision to buy back the Mildura Base Hospital – the State’s only remaining privately owned and run hospital – after sustained criticism that the hospital’s private management had provided no transparency and had given inferior salary packages to staff, which affected the hospital’s ability to attract and retain staff.

Another example of a deficient hospital privatisation can be seen with South Australia’s Modbury Hospital. In 1995 the Liberal State Government signed a 10 year agreement with Healthscope Ltd to manage the hospital as well as to construct a private hospital on nearby land. However, within two years Healthscope reported continued losses, with an investigation uncovering a number of serious shortcomings in the contract management process and original management agreement.

A 1997 State Auditor General report concluded that the contract presented an array of difficulties associated with contracting out services. A 2000 Federal Senate report found that this had led to ongoing concerns expressed about the level, variety and quality of services provided at Modbury Hospital. Notably, serious problems continued to occur even after these reviews were undertaken, ultimately leading to the Rann Government’s eventual decision to return the hospital to State Government management at a cost of $17.5 million to taxpayers.

**Loss of staff morale and expertise**

In addition to the negative impact on state revenue that can arise from failed privatisation attempts, the many individuals responsible for high quality patient treatment and care can also be negatively affected by the transfer of ownership from public to private hands.

In a series of interviews with stakeholders during one failed Victorian hospital’s bid at outsourcing – the private contractor had its contract terminated after only 18 months – it was reported that staff morale had dropped, with insecurity, fear and lack of trust rife amongst staff directly affected by the outsourcing. This low morale then spread to parts of the hospital.
not affected by the privatisation (for example, radiology and pathology), who saw themselves as the next in line to be subjected to the outsourcing process. One director described the change in staff morale before and after the outsourcing occurred:

[A union organiser] explained that [hospital staff] previously had pride in their high standard of service, seeing themselves as “carers”, whereas with the contracted service they changed their view of themselves to simply “employees” of a contract cleaning firm. Their morale was reduced, cleaning standards were diminished and finally, workers “threw in the towel and did not care”.  

Simultaneously, the downsizing of staffing levels and the outsourcing of departments eventually resulted in a notable reduction in the ability of staff to provide high quality service. In one example, food services staff numbers were reduced from 15 to 4, while food was produced off-site in an attempt to avoid weekend penalty rates. Another complaint from ward nurses was that the roles of ward support staff were ill-defined, creating a continual divide between what nurses and management expected from these employees.

The final outcome of this failed attempt to outsource services was the eventual ‘backsourcing’, or return to in-house management, of the hospital’s Food Services and PSA Services in 2004. The remainder of services — cleaning, security, waste management and linen management services — were backsourced in 2009.

Downsizing as a result of outsourcing is not a phenomenon confined to past privatisations: in April this year over 100 Queensland Health staff in non-clinical roles at The Royal Children’s Hospital were informed that they would not be employed at the new Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital. While supporters of the outsourcing claimed that the change would result in $4 million in annual savings, sources at the Hospital noted that morale had plummeted following the announcement, especially as the job losses appear to be confined to low-paid roles such as patient food services and laundry.

Whilst proposals for outsourcing and downsizing need to be assessed on a case-by-case, the risks of such action is clear – confusion, uncertainty and fear amongst staff members who provide crucial support to hospital patients on a daily basis. As demonstrated in the Victorian example, ostensible cost savings can also often illusory, which in turn can force an expensive and wasteful retreat from privatisation and outsourcing that needn’t have occurred in the first place.

**Decline in patient care quality and access to services**

Evidence strongly suggests that financial losses combined with a reduction in staff morale and reduced staffing capacity is highly correlated with a reduction in the quality of patient care in those hospitals where privatisation has failed. According to one Victorian hospital manager interviewed by researchers:

Service standards were not met. The complaints from patients and other stakeholders were rife about the cleanliness of the hospital, poor service quality, poor food quality, poor response time for portering of patients and so on.

This Victorian hospital was not the only recipient of criticism for poor patient treatment. A NSW Department of Health cross-service and cross-year analysis of a critical healthcare performance indicators has labelled the PMBH as the worst performing hospital in the state, with waiting times for elective patients more than double the NSW average. Such poor outcomes appear to be either a direct or indirect result of the privatisation of PMBH.

However, patients are highly unlikely to realise that a drop in service quality is due to a change in management practices, especially in hospitals where there is a mix of public and private-operated departments. This was highlighted in the Victorian case study above, where a director noted that the fact that only some of the hospital’s services were outsourced made it difficult for patients to determine who was to blame for the decline in their care – the public or private staff. Ultimately, the result was that patients blamed the hospital rather than the private contractor for the lower quality of care that they received.
Hospital privatisation – the need for a broader approach in decision making

Lessons to learn from past mistakes

Previous experience suggests that hospital privatisation and outsourcing is wrought with risk. Although there have been a small number of successful public-private hospital partnerships, the evidence is limited as to how much a government might benefit from further privatisations in the healthcare sector. The use of financial and efficiency arguments seem to be misleading; the privatised hospitals in the health sector that are deemed successful are operating at key performance benchmarks, but not necessarily exceeding them.

The case studies contained within this report have highlighted the consequences that can arise when governments privatise based on an ideological assumption that competition and privatisation will automatically improve a hospital’s services and budget. In these case studies, an automatic, unquestioned assumption of efficiency gains arising from privatisation led to State Governments entering into contracts without due consideration of their true value or the ability of private contractors to properly run the hospitals and their services.

This is not to say that all forms of hospital privatisation are disaster-prone, but rather proper assessments of viability should be undertaken when the question of privatisation does arise. Ultimately, policymakers should always be aware that, although the private sector may finance social infrastructure, the government is still expected to absorb demand risk while providing indirect support through the implicit understanding that hospitals will be financially bailed out should a project fail to produce the expected financial returns expected by private investors. The moral hazard created by these factors heightens the risk that any failure to perform proper financial assessments of hospital PPPs could result in government paying a premium for the mistakes of private operators.

The case studies provide another crucial lesson for policy makers: whilst outsourcing may be an effective change management strategy, it is not a panacea for financial, quality and work practice issues. Sharp declines in staff morale and capacity, particularly in the health sector, has been shown to have a measurable detrimental impact on service delivery. The confusion, uncertainty and fear created by outsourcing can also erode the passion and care with which hospital workers perform their duties. Given the lack of any evidence to suggest that outsourcing has actually led to improved results for hospital clients and staff, the measurably detrimental effects that outsourcing has on service delivery and staff morale, as well as several recent high profile examples of hospitals “backsourcing” or reversing earlier decisions to “outsource” staff, it is highly evident that outsourcing should be avoided or mitigated wherever possible. The purported benefits, unlike the risks, have failed to materialise.
Some observers have questioned whether privatisation, including downsizing, is necessarily the most effective way of improving organisational outcomes. It is reasonable to argue that, even when cost savings and efficiency increases do occur, other change processes such as improved technology, greater workplace flexibility and departmental structural change can all result in similar overall improvements.\(^2\) Considering the detrimental impact privatisation has been shown to have on the ability of hospital workers to perform their duties, policymakers should properly consider alternative streamlining methods to improve outcomes.

From a purely political perspective, the general inability of the public to distinguish between private contractors and government agencies should act as a warning to governments eager to indiscriminately engage in hospital privatisation and outsourcing. Whilst there may be valid reasons for privatising certain hospital services, appropriate management systems are essential for not only the smooth operation of healthcare services in hospitals, but also for the benefit of the government and the private contractor. If these considerations are ignored, the government will be the party that absorbs the blame – user dissatisfaction, unfavourable audit reports and the risk of voter backlash are possible negative outcomes that government could face if a project’s goals are not met.\(^3\)

### The erosion of public health through increased privatisation

When considering the merits of widespread health privatisation more broadly, it is critical that policymakers first consider whether further privatisation risks eroding the concept of universal healthcare.

Studies indicate that, although Medicare continues to allow most Australians access to doctors and hospitals, individuals on higher incomes are more likely to consult specialists, be admitted as private patients and have private health insurance, with lower income Australians not receiving the same assortment of services as their wealthier counterparts.\(^4\)
In a number of areas, such as nursing, privatisation has created complex and contradictory outcomes. This has affected many hospitals’ staff, and in particular has impacted workers whose primary role within a hospital is to ensure high quality patient care:

In this private system, nursing is primarily regarded as an expense to the hospital, while paradoxically marketed to potential patients as the company’s most valuable asset. ... This contradictory location means that nurses are constructed as simultaneously central to the financial viability of the hospital yet unacknowledged, and hence forced into a precarious and constantly shifting role.95

Other studies, in line with international research, have found that longer waiting times for public patients in Australia are associated with higher proportions of hospital care being provided in the private sector.96 As such, policymakers should not assume that increasing support for the private sector will take pressure off the public sector and reduce waiting times for public patients.

It is difficult to determine the ultimate impact of hospital privatisation on Australia’s universal healthcare system. The performance of hospitals and the cost of providing hospital services is often influenced by factors that are beyond the control of State Governments, including the recent Federal Government’s announcement that it will introduce a $7 co-payment for visits to General Practitioners whilst also implementing a steep reduction in the level of commonwealth health funding for States and Territories. NSW Health has calculated that the co-payment will result in an additional 500,000 emergency department visits per year, almost all of which will be serviced by public hospitals. NSW Treasury calculates that the scrapping of the National Health Reform Agreement will mean that the commonwealth government’s contribution to NSW health expenditure will halve from 26 percent to 13 percent by 2050.

**TABLE 8: CHANGES IN COMMONWEALTH HEALTH FUNDING**
In response to these challenges, the ideological temptation for policy makers to pursue savings through privatisation will be strong. Given these pressure, it is crucial that policy makers first consider the evidence presented by past case studies. It should not be automatically assumed that privatisation and outsourcing will deliver greater savings to the public budget. Past evidence suggests a significant risk that, rather than improved efficiency and savings to the public purse, rushing headlong into privatisation will harm patients, hospital staff, and crucially, state revenue. Policy makers need to consider these risks when considering the best possible approach to management of the state health budget.

The need for better processes: Defining ‘successful’ privatisations

In order for privatisation to be a worthwhile endeavour for governments, two glaring variations to the current model must take place. Firstly, the definition of a ‘successful’ hospital public-private partnership must be made clear. One of the oft-quoted objectives for the privatisation of public hospitals is the assumption that a privatised hospital will operate on a more efficient basis. However, as Productivity Commission research has found, at least in NSW and Victoria, public hospitals are notably more efficient than their private counterparts at the overall casemix-adjusted level. Across Australia, there is only a slight difference in overall costs.97

For a government to take on more risk by inviting a private partner into the provision of health services, the financial benefits should be more apparent. The provision for regular reporting (~every 5 years) on key performance indicators, including both financial efficiency data and service delivery, as well as a minimum requirement for efficiency deliverables, should be written into every partnership contract.

Mitigate government risk

A crucial issue that needs to be addressed by policy makers is the moral hazard that is created by the absorption of demand risk by state governments when tendering a contract to operate social infrastructure. It can be argued that PPPs create a greater moral hazard by allowing private partners to take on more risk, with the knowledge that the government will bail out the hospital in the event of financial failure. This report has highlighted multiple instances in which this has already occurred, the most infamous of which occurred at the Port Macquarie Base Hospital.

More research into options for the mitigation of government risk must be undertaken, as well as further research into the general pricing and allocation of risk in hospital PPPs. The inescapable point is that, in the eyes of the public, all hospitals are ultimately still the responsibility of the government to ensure: any failure, whether public or private, will ultimately need to be addressed through state government intervention.

Moral hazard increases the propensity of private organisations to take risk, which in turn increases the likelihood of financial failure. As such, fiscal prudence and political pragmatism would dictate that an innovative new approach is required in order to ensure that PPPs are not resulting in an unfair allocation of risk for the government and its taxpayers.

Service-specific privatisation

As has been revealed, many healthcare services provided by hospitals are done so more efficiently when operated by public hospitals, while others are sometimes more efficient when operated by the private sector. Greater research into the underlying factors as to why this occurs and how this information could be used to provide the most efficient and highest quality healthcare must be undertaken. Haphazard privatisation efforts have the potential to result in disastrous budget blowouts and healthcare services that are substandard.
Conclusion

Public healthcare comprises a significant part of state and territory expenditure. Public expenditure on healthcare will continue to grow as our population ages and expands, and as new technologies improve our national standard of health.

Whilst private hospitals have some notable strengths, public hospitals in NSW and Victoria have been found to operate at a more cost efficient level, while nationally both public and private hospitals have overall similar financial costs on a casemix basis. Crucially, public hospitals continue to play the predominant role in providing emergency department services, services in regional areas, and services to less affluent Australians. A strong public health system is critical to ensuring universality of healthcare so that all Australians, whether rich or poor, city or country-dwellers, healthy or sick, can access free and high quality medical services.

The assumption that privatisation and outsourcing will deliver better services at a lower cost can be an enticing drawcard for policy makers seeking to reduce expenditure in healthcare. However, the evidence examined in this report finds that the expectation of budgetary savings is rarely met. Notably, decisions to privatise and outsource are often reversed at a later date once it becomes clear to policy makers that the strategy has resulted in a net negative impact on state balance sheets.

As shown by the case studies of the Port Macquarie Base Hospital and a number of Victorian hospital PPPs, poor planning and a stout belief in market efficiency have resulted not only in considerable financial detriment to State Governments, but significant negative impacts on hospital staff, patients, and general service delivery.

The examples of privatisation discussed and evaluated within this report have tended to be singular small project examples, either at smaller hospitals (Port Macquarie being the biggest as well as the most notable failure) or with selected services within hospitals. Larger privatisation projects carry larger risks, particularly if the government has little prior experience operating larger scale health PPPs. A warning bell should be rung for any government which sees large scale private operation of the health system as a relatively simple policy goal. If the substantial problems identified in the above case studies are a demonstration of what can occur when the private operation is relatively small, then the risks and potential costs associated with failures at larger sites needs to be seriously considered by policy makers before pursuing widespread privatisation and outsourcing.

Lessons can be learned from previous attempts at privatisation, and it is imperative that they are. To ensure that privatisation is only undertaken in instances in which there will be a clear community benefit, extensive financial analysis and impact assessments must be undertaken prior to any contract being signed, with potential private sector operators thoroughly scrutinised to minimise the risk that they will fail to adhere to their contractual obligations. The question of moral hazard needs to be addressed, particularly given the classification of hospitals as core social infrastructure assets. There are numerous examples of private hospital operators being bailed out in the event of financial underperformance, and the expectation on state governments to effectively absorb demand risk is contributing to an environment which incentivises greater risk by private operators. To prevent further instances of governments being forced to pay an unexpected premium for the failures of private operators, the allocation and pricing of risk must be appropriately determined in any future privatisation attempt. If private operators are unwilling to absorb a higher degree of risk, policy makers must seriously consider whether the risks associated with that privatisation are justifiable.
The human element of hospitals also cannot be ignored. Staff morale and treatment must be maintained to the highest standard, with efforts to mitigate the inevitable pain that frequently arises as hitherto-public managed services are transferred to the private sector. Previous case studies have shown that when this is not effectively managed, a concurrent decline in quality has then affected the thousands of patients who require effective and compassionate care during their hospital stay. From a political perspective, it is rarely the private sector which is viewed by the public to be ultimately responsible for the loss of quality service, it is the government which most frequently shoulders the blame.

Government and policymakers must also consider the broader implications that can arise from increased privatisation within the health sector. Increased privatisation – whether of public health services or an increase in private hospitals more generally – could threaten the equity of access that best characterises Australia’s public health system. Alternative solutions, such as improved technology, workplace flexibility and departmental structural change, need to be considered before subscribing uncritically to the renewed privatisation agenda.

Current and future governments should proceed with extreme caution when considering a hospital
privatisation project. The successful initiatives highlighted in this report exhibited clear and concise contracts that ensured all parties were aware of their obligations before the project began. As such, these projects have resulted in what can be deemed successful examples of healthcare privatisation, though this paper notes that “successful” in these instances is technically defined as the deliverance of services at par and not necessarily “better” than would occur within the public system.

Other case studies have demonstrated that the negative consequences of either a poor contract or sub-standard contractor are significant, and that the cost of these consequences is predominantly borne by government. Governments must question whether it is worthwhile exposing itself and taxpayers to such high-risk endeavours.

But the risk is not only damage to government budgets, patients or hospital staff. Perhaps the most significant risk of all is that to one of our nation’s greatest social achievements: the envy of the modern world, our universal healthcare system. Australians must ask, what is our universal healthcare system worth?
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